We extend the jackknife and the bootstrap method of estimating standard errors to the case where the observations form a general stationary sequence. We do not attempt a reduction to i.i.d. values. The jackknife calculates the sample variance of replicates of the statistic obtained by omitting each block of`consecutive data once. In the case of the arithmetic mean this is shown to be equivalent to a weighted covariance estimate of the spectral density of the observations at zero. Under appropriate conditions consistency is obtained if`=`(n) ! 1 and (n)=n ! 0: General statistics are approximated by an arithmetic mean. In regular cases this approximation determines the asymptotic behavior. Bootstrap replicates are constructed by selecting blocks of length`randomly with replacement among the blocks of observations. The procedures are illustrated by using the sunspot numbers and some simulated data.
Introduction
The jackknife (Tukey, 1958) and the bootstrap (Efron, 1979) have become well established as nonparametric estimators of the variance of a statistic. However the assumption of independence of the observations is crucial. It is easily seen that they give incorrect answers if dependence is neglected, compare Remark 2.1 of Singh (1981) . Recently the two methods have been extended to ARMA-models by reducing to innovations which are i.i.d., see Davis (1977) , Freedman (1984) , Efron and Tibshirani (1986) , Section 6. Still ARMA-processes are not able to model essential features of many observed time series, compare Priestley (1981) , Chapter 11. Fitting models which go beyond ARMA is however an extremely di cult task, and it seems impossible to take the e ects of parameter estimation or misspeci cation of the model into account. Moreover a variance estimator can be unreliable even if the true distribution di ers only slightly from the model and the statistic is robust, see Section 2.4 below.
Because of these reasons we propose here an extension of the standard jackknife and bootstrap which does not require us to t a parametric or semiparametric model rst. It works for arbitrary stationary processes with short range dependence expressed for instance with mixing conditions. For the jackknife we delete each block of`consecutive observations once and calculate the sample variance of the values of the statistic obtained in this way. Moreover we make a smooth transition between observations left out and observations with full weight similarly to tapering in time series analysis. For the bootstrap we choose n=`blocks of length`with replacement from the n ?`+ 1 blocks of observed data.
If the statistic is not a symmetric function of the observations, leaving out observations in the middle or joining randomly selected blocks causes problems.
Our de nition in Chapter 2 takes care of this, but we have to restrict ourselves to statistics which are given by a functional of an empirical marginal with xed dimension. In Chapter 3 we show that these procedures are consistent in the case of the arithmetic mean and obtain the asymptotic bias and variance. In this case the jackknife reduces to a standard spectral estimation procedure. In Chapter 4 we study general statistics by von Mises expansions. We show that for smooth functionals the linear approximation completely determines the asymptotic behavior of the jackknife. Chapter 5 contains examples with real and simulated data. Carlstein (1986) has proposed a variance estimator which selects non-overlapping blocks. For the arithmetic mean deletion of blocks is the same as selecting blocks. So in this case our jackknife di ers only by using overlapping blocks and tapering. However for general statistics, deletion is better than selection, both in theory (see Remark 4.1 below) and in the simulations of Sections 5.l and 5.2.2.
De nitions
When we try to formalize the intuitive ideas from the Introduction, some problems occur. For the jackknife we need to de ne the statistics with a missing block of observations, and with the bootstrap we have to take care how we join two randomly selected blocks. These di culties can be solved for a certain class of statistics which we are going to introduce in 2.1 before de ning our jackknife and bootstrap in 2.2 and 2.3. This class is su ciently general to include many statistics of interest. with some xed m and a functional T with values in I R q de ned on the set of all probability measures on I R m (or a su ciently rich subset of it). For simplicity of notation we take q = 1 . Often it is convenient to introduce blocks of observations Y t = (X t ; :::; X t+m?1 ) and set n = N ?m+1: Since m N = n ?1 P n t=1 Y t , we are then formally in the case m = 1:
Estimators de ned by functionals on empirical distributions
In order to illustrate the scope of this class, we give some examples:
i) M, L-and R-estimators of location and scale (see Huber, 1981) This includes robust estimators for the AR-model (see K unsch, 1984) and maximum likelihood and conditional least squares in Markov processes.
In the context of ARMA-models, Martin and Yohai (1986) Gastwirth and Rubin (1975) for i), Denker and Keller (1983) for iii), Bustos (1982) and Tjostheim (1986) for iv). T( m;(j) N ) (j = 0; ::; n ?`):
The jackknife
The weights w n (i) are assumed to satisfy 0 w n (i) 1 (i ZZ) and w n (i) > 0 i 1 i `: Here`is the length of the downweighted block, and k w n k 1 = P w n (i): In many cases w n will be of the form w n (i) = h (i ? 1 2 )=` (1 i `): That this is the right standardization will become clear in 3.l and 4.l. There we will also discuss the choice of`as a function of sample size and strength of dependence of (X t ):
2. Boot have to be evaluated by simulation.
The rationale for our proposal is as follows: The distribution of T N depends on the unknown distribution F N of X 1 ; :::; X N : Even asymptotically, the variance of T N depends on the distribution of the whole process and not on some nite marginal (see (A3)). Obviously it is impossible to estimate F N from X 1 ; :::; X N without assuming a special structure like independence or a linear model. Using where (W(t)) t I R is a positive stationary process with continuous covariance function R(t); independent of (X t ):
2.4 Other methods Carlstein (1986) where the ! n (k) are lag weights with ! n (k) ! 1 for xed k and`=`(n) ! 1;`(n)=n ! 0: It is well known from spectral analysis (cf. Priestley, 1981, Section 6.2.3.) that such weights are needed to obtain consistency. In Chapters 3 and 4
we will see that the jackknife is asymptotically equivalent to (2.14) for some special weights ! n :
Another method is to t a parametric model F to the data and then to usê Note that n (t) = (n ?`+ 1) ?1 for` t n ?`+ 1 and P n (t) = 1 : Hencê
is an unbiased estimator of : It is asymptotically equivalent to the arithmetic mean T N if`= o(n): By putting c =^ n in (3.1) it follows that In order to make our formula for^ 2 Jack more transparent, we again have to introduce some notation. Let v n be the convolution of w n with itself:
w n (j)w n (j+ j k j):
Note that v n (0) =k w n k 2 2 : Furthermore we put n (t; k) = v n (k) ?1 (n ?`+ 1) ?1 n?X j=0 w n (t ? j)w n (t+ j k j ?j) (j k j<`): (3:7)
As for n (t); we have n (t; k) = (n ?`+ 1) ?1 for`? j k j t n ?`+ 1 and P n?jkj t=1 n (t; k) = 1: Hencẽ
is an estimate of the covariance R(k) = E (X t ? )(X t+k ? )] which is very similar to the usual sample covariance except that it has a smaller bias. Now by inserting (3.5) in the de nition (2.6) of^ 2 Jack we arrive at the following Theorem 3.1. In the case of the arithmetic mean we havê 2 Jack = n ?1`?
(3:9)
In particular, n^ 2 Jack turns out to be a lag weight estimate of the spectral density at zero. If we choose the weights accordingly, it almost coincides with^ 2 Infl from (2.14).
In order to make a precise statement about the bias of n^ 2 Jack as an estimator of 2 as ; we rst investigate the bias ofR n (k):
The proof is given in the appendix.
Together with (3.9) this gives E n^ 2 Jack = 2 as +`?
The asymptotic bias thus depends on the smoothness of the convolution h h at zero.
Theorem 3.2. Consider the jackknife of the arithmetic mean with w n of the form (2.5) and`=`(n) ! 1: Then Jack by n=(n? k v n k 1 =v n (0)); the fourth term in (3.10) which is due to estimation of drops out. Moreover, for = 1 our formula would agree with the usual jackknife. However, the e ect is small, and the results of the next chapter do not suggest that this factor brings an improvement also for more general statistics.
iii) The condition P jkj j jR(k)j < 1 (j = 1 or 2) excludes models with long-range dependence. As an example, let us consider the case R(k) jkj ? ; 0 < < 1: A lengthy, but not di cult calculation gives E b which tends to zero. In situations with long-range dependence, the only possibility to obtain con dence intervals with asymptotically correct levels seems to be to treat the decay exponent as an unknown parameter and to estimate it, cf. Hampel et al. (1986) , Section 8.1.
Beran (1986) has given a procedure which takes the variability of the estimated for Gaussian observations into account. Nothing seems to be known about non-Gaussian cases. iv) Our procedures can be generalized to spatial data (X t ) t2ZZ 2 in an obvious way.
In that situation the smaller bias of e R n (k) becomes important. The bias of the usual sample covariance is asymptotically not negligible, see Guyon (1982) .
The calculation of Var b
2 Jack ] is lengthy. In the literature there are expressions for the asymptotic variance of a lag weight special estimate, see Priestley (1981) , Formula (6.2.113), or Brillinger(1975) , Theorems 5.6.2 and 5.9.1. However, there is a small problem with the conditions used by these authors. In the next chapter we want to apply our results not to (X t ) itself, but to ? IF(Y t ; F m ) : It is not clear whether their conditions carry over from the former to the latter. The following theorem uses the strong mixing coe cients (k) and thus avoids this di culty. The proof is given in the appendix. we can express an eighth moment by cumulants and estimate these cumulants with the mixing coe cients (j): However in order to complete the proof, we need an even faster decay of the (j) 0 s than in Theorem 3.3. The proof is given in the appendix.
With the above conditions we can show This is an extension of Theorem 1A of Singh (1981) and of Theorem 2.1 of Bickel and Freedman (1981) . Hence at least on the average the bootstrap distribution has the correct skewness.
This might be surprising because by joining independent blocks we reduce the dependence. But since we are dealing with weak dependence, the main contributions come from short lags which are well approximated by the bootstrap. The proof is given in the appendix. For von Mises' statistics (C) holds if the kernel is a linear combination of products of functions of one argument.
Theorem 4.3. If (C) holds and w n is of the form (2.5), then n^
The proof is given in the appendix. N attributes to two order statistics become dependent in an uncontrollable way.
The only case which is fairly easy is the one where T is a function of linear statistics as in Example ii) of 2.l. With the delta technique Theorem 3.5 can be generalized to such statistics, cf. Bickel and Freedman (1981) , Formula (3.6). Moreover in this situation the bootstrap distribution will usually give a better approximation than the central limit theorem with an estimated variance.
The reason for this is that when the bootstrap and the true distribution are in good agreement for the linear statistics n ?1 P (Y t ); then they will be in good agreement for any transformed statistics f ? n ?1 P (Y t ) : However if f is strongly nonlinear, the distribution of f ? n ?1 P (Y t ) can be very nonnormal.
Theoretical work to con rm this heuristics is now in progress. An empirical con rmation is given by the simulations reported in Table 5 below.
5. Examples
The trimmed mean
As our rst example we estimate the variance of the 40%-trimmed mean in the situation considered by Carlstein (1986) and compared it with Carlstein's (1986) method of subseries. Since the di erences between the two methods are expected to be larger for small samples, we restricted ourselves to the sample size n = 100: Table 1 shows that for = 0:2 the jackknife is a clear improvement over the subseries method whereas for = 0:8 the improvement is within the order of magnitude of the random error of the simulations. This can be explained by the di erent subseries lengths chosen by Carlstein's method. For n = 100 the optimal subseries lengths are 3 and 13 for = 0:2 and = 0:8 respectively. Now for short subseries the nonlinear terms become important and increase the bias of Carlstein's method. For longer subseries the e ect of the nonlinear terms disappears. Even then the jackknife should have a smaller variance because it corresponds to using overlapping subseries, but this is hardly visible in our simulations.
AR-parameters
In the remaining examples we consider the least-squares estimator T N for the parameters = ( 1 ; : : :; p ; ) of an AR(p)-model X t = holds. If it does not hold, the in uence functions are correlated and we have to let increase with n in order to obtain consistency.
5.2.l The sunspot numbers
As an example with real data we consider Wolf's sunspot numbers from 1770-1889. Efron and Tibshirani (1986) used the same data set so that we can compare our procedure with theirs. The results are summarized in Table 2 Next we look at the case p = 2: The most striking feature is the large di erence between the methods 1.a, 2.a, and 3.a on the one hand and methods 4 and 5 on the other hand. Remember that all of these methods should give roughly the same answers if the AR(2)-model were correct. The simulations reported in Table 3 show that these di erences cannot be reasonably explained by chance variations. A better explanation is that the AR(2)-model does not hold even though it ts better than AR(1). This is known also from other analyses of the data, see Priestley (1981) , Chapter 11. Because of this we again trust the estimates of 1.b, 2.b, and 3.b most.
We also computed the bootstrap histograms for^ 1 and^ 2 : In contrast to the ones obtained by Efron and Tibshirani (1986) , they looked very much like normal distributions.
Simulations for the AR(1)-parameters
The results of some simple simulation experiments are shown in Table 4 . Note that for p = 1 T N;1 is just a version of the lag one correlation. First we see that Carlstein's (1986) method is by far the worst in all situations. Because the statistic considered here is highly nonlinear, this method needs much longer subseries in order to achieve a bias comparable to the other methods. This leads then to a much larger standard deviation.
The performance of the other methods depends on the number and the distribution of the observations. In the AR(1)-case the bias of all methods is similar.
The parametric method 5 has the smallest variance as was to be expected. In accordance to the theory the variance increases as`increases.
In the MA (1) Since the statistic considered is strongly nonlinear, its distribution is not close to the normal. We wanted to see how much the bootstrap distribution picks up of this nonnormality. For the bootstrap distribution one needs more replicates than for the bootstrap variance, see Efron and Tibshirani (1986) .We thus restricted ourselves to one situation and took to be known.The results of Table 5 show that the bootstrap indeed re ects the nonnormality of the distribution to some extent. How much depends on the block size`: In particular, small`0s are not good although = 1 is optimal for the jackknife.
Appendix: Proofs of results from Chapters 3 and 4
Proof of Lemma 3.1: For i) we write^ n ? = P`? 1 t=1 n (t)(X t ? ) + (n ?`+ 1) ?1 P n?`+1 t=`( X t ? ) + P n t=n?`+2 n (t)(X t ? ) = Z 1 + Z 2 + Z 3 say. By a standard argument Var(Z 2 ) = n ?1 P R(j) + o(`n ?2 ):
Furthermore by de nition (3.2) n (t) (n ?`+ 1) ?1 : Hence Var(Z 1 ) = Var(Z 3 ) (n ?`+ 1) ?2 P`? 1 t;s=1 j R(t ? s) j= O(`n ?2 ) and j Cov(Z 1 ; Z 2 ) j=j Cov(Z 3 ; Z 2 ) j (n ?`+ 1) ?2 P`? 1 t=1 P n?`+1 s=`j R(t ? s) j= O(n ?2 ): Finally j Cov(Z 1 ; Z 3 ) j (n ?`+ 2) ?2`P jjj>n?2`j R(j) j= o(`n ?3 ):
For ii) we have by de nition E R n (k)] ? R(k) = Var(^ n ) ? P n?jkj t=1 P n s=1 n (t; k) n (s) (R(t ? s) + R(t+ j k j ?s)) : Now n (t; k) = n (t) for` t n?`+1 and j n (t; k) ? n (t) j 2(n ?`+ 1) ?1 : So the assertion follows by similar arguments as above. converges to 1. Hence we only have to check the Lindeberg condition which is E Z 2 n;i 1 jZ n;i j> ] = o(k ?1 ) where Z n;i = n ?1=2`( U n;i ?E U n;i ]): But P j Z n;i j> ] = (n ?`+ 1) ?1 #fj; 0 j n ?`; j P j+t =j+1 (X t ? E U n;i ]) j> n By the usual formula for the in uence function of an M-estimator (see Hampel et al. (1986) , Formula (2.3.5)) S 
